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SERIES – 13 : EXPLANATIONS GS (Days 54-58)

a) A Volcanic Island arc
b) A chain of coastal volcanic mountains
c) A mid-oceanic ridge
d) A transform fault
Answer: (b)
Justification:
The collision of a continental plate with an oceanic plate results in the oceanic plate being
subducted beneath the continental plate. The surface features that are formed include a deep
offshore trench and a chain of coastal volcanic mountains.
Volcanic island arc is formed when one oceanic plate subducts below the other oceanic plate.
Along diverging plate boundaries, mid-oceanic ridges are formed.
2. Which amongst the following countries is situated on ‘Pacific Ring of Fire’
a) Brazil
b) Australia
c) Chile
d) India
Answer: (c)
Justification:
The Ring of Fire is a string of volcanoes and sites of seismic activity, or earthquakes, around the
edges of the Pacific Ocean. Roughly 90% of all earthquakes occur along the Ring of Fire, and the
ring is dotted with 75% of all active volcanoes on Earth.
The Ring of Fire isn’t quite a circular ring. It is shaped more like a 40,000-kilometer (25,000mile) horseshoe. A string of 452 volcanoes stretches from the southern tip of South America, up
along the coast of North America, across the Bering Strait, down through Japan, and into New
Zealand. Several active and dormant volcanoes in Antarctica, however, “close” the ring.
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1. The collision between a continental lithospheric plate and an oceanic lithospheric plate leads
to formation of
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3. Air moving from the poles toward the equator turns West. The primary cause of this global
deflection is
a) The geoid shape of the earth
c) The rotation of Earth on its axis
d) The shape and size of land masses
Answer: (c)
Justification:
Once air has been set in motion by the pressure gradient force, it undergoes an apparent
deflection from its path, as seen by an observer on the earth. This apparent deflection is called
the “Coriolis force” and is a result of the earth’s rotation. As air moves from high to low pressure
in the northern hemisphere, it is deflected to the right by the Coriolis force. In the southern
hemisphere, air moving from high to low pressure is deflected to the left by the Coriolis force.
The amount of deflection the air makes is directly related to both the speed at which the air is
moving and its latitude. Therefore, slowly blowing winds will be deflected only a small amount,
while stronger winds will be deflected more. Likewise, winds blowing closer to the poles will be
deflected more than winds at the same speed closer to the equator. The Coriolis force is zero
right at the equator.
4. Most of the weather phenomena takes place in troposphere only because
a) Temperature remains almost constant in troposphere
b) It contains electrically charged particles
c) It absorbs harmful ultraviolet radiation from the sun
d) It contains almost all the water vapour and most dust particles
Answer: (d)
Justification:
The troposphere is denser than the layers of the atmosphere above it (because of the weight
compressing it), and it contains up to 75% of the mass of the atmosphere. It is primarily
composed of nitrogen (78%) and oxygen (21%) with only small concentrations of other trace
gases. Nearly all atmospheric water vapour or moisture is found in the troposphere.
The troposphere is the layer where most of the world’s weather takes place. Since temperature
decreases with altitude in the troposphere, warm air near the surface of the Earth can readily
rise, being less dense than the colder air above it. In fact air molecules can travel to the top of the
troposphere and back down again in a just a few days. Such vertical movement or convection of
air generates clouds and ultimately rain from the moisture within the air, and gives rise to much
of the weather which we experience. The troposphere is capped by the tropopause, a region of
stable temperature. Air temperature then begins to rise in the stratosphere. Such a temperature
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b) The tilt of Earth’s axis relative to its Orbital plane
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increase prevents much air convection beyond the tropopause, and consequently most weather
phenomena, including towering cumulonimbus thunderclouds, are confined to the troposphere.
5. Which one of the following pairs is NOT correctly matched
:

Brazil

b) Gulf of California :

Mexico

c) Gulf of Aqaba

:

Jordan

d) Gulf of Aden

:

Yemen

Answer: (a)
Justification:
Río de la Plata, a tapering intrusion of the Atlantic Ocean on the east coast of South America
between Uruguay to the north and Argentina to the south. While some geographers regard it as
a gulf or as a marginal sea of the Atlantic, and others consider it to be a river, it is usually held to
be the estuary of the Paraná and Uruguay rivers (as well as of the Paraguay River, which drains
into the Paraná).
The Gulf of California is the body of water located between the Mexican mainland and the Baja
California Peninsula. The Gulf of California is also known as the Sea of Cortez, and is considered
to be one of the world’s most diverse seas. There are portions of the Gulf of California that have
been declared as UNESCO World Heritage Sites.
Created by seismic activity along the Afro-Syrian Rift, the Gulf of Aqaba is a deep narrow body
of water, bordered by Israel, Jordan, Egypt and Saudi Arabia and is one of the hinges connecting
the Asian and African continents.
Gulf of Aden, deepwater basin that forms a natural sea link between the Red Sea and the Arabian
Sea. Named for the seaport of Aden, in southern Yemen, the gulf is situated between the coasts
of Arabia and the Horn of Africa.
6. Which of the following pair of warm ocean currents move away from Equator
a) Alaska and Humboldt
b) Antilles and Brazilian
c) East Australian and Oyashio
d) Agulhas and Labrador
Answer: (b)
Justification:
The Antilles Current is a highly variable surface ocean current of warm water that flows northeasterly past the island chain that separates the Caribbean Sea and the Atlantic Ocean. The
current results from the flow of the Atlantic North Equatorial Current. The Brazil Current is a
warm water current that flows south along the Brazilian south coast to the mouth of the Río de
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a) Rio de la Plata
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la Plata. This current is caused by diversion of a portion of the Atlantic South Equatorial
Current from where that current meets the South American continent.
7. Which of the following is NOT correct regarding shifting cultivation form of agriculture?
b) Farmers clear land using a slash and burn technique
c) Cultivation of cash crops meant for exports
d) It was practiced sustainably by indigenous peoples but now is associated with
deforestation in Brazil
Answer: (c)
Justification:
Swidden agriculture, also known as shifting cultivation, refers to a technique of rotational
farming in which land is cleared for cultivation (normally by fire) and then left to regenerate
after a few years. Shifting cultivation is called by different names in different parts of the world.
It is generally known as ‘slash and burn’ and ‘bush fallow’ agriculture. It is variously termed as
Ladang in Indonesia, Caingin in Philippines, Milpa in Central America and Mexico, Ray in
Vietnam, Conuco in Venezuela, Roca in Brazil, Masole in the Congo and Central Africa. Most
families grow for subsistence purposes, just to eat and live, so one swidden might have a large
variety of crops. In other cases, the crops grown by each village vary by local customs and taste.
The predominant crops include upland rice in Southeast Asia, maize (corn) and manioc (cassava)
in South America, and sorghum in Africa. Yams, sugarcane, plantain, and vegetables are also
grown in some regions.
8. Which of the following is NOT a major oil-producing zone in the world
(a) Gulf of Mexico
(b) Persian Gulf
(c) North Sea
(d) Great Lake region of North America
Answer: (d)
Justification:
The Great Lake region is rich in iron-ore deposit. Lake Superior has high deposits of iron-ore.
The Great Lake region is highly industrialised especially famous for iron and steel industry. Rest
of the above regions are rich petroleum deposits.
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a) It occurs mainly in tropical environments.
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9. A decline in a country’s crude birth rate would result in an increase in the country’s
(a) total fertility rate
(b) doubling time
(d) None of the above
Answer: (b)
Justification:
With the decrease in the birth rate, the doubling time decreases. Developed countries have
greater doubling time compared to developing countries. In general a country having lower birth
rate have lower mortality rate. Decrease in birth rate leads to decrease in total fertility rate.
10. Which of the following three rivers of Peninsular India have the Amarkantak region as their
source
(a) Chambal, Betwa, Sind
(b) Narmada and Subarnarekha
(c) Narmada and Sone
(d) Narmada , North Koel and Baitarani
Answer: (c)
Justification:
Narmada, the largest west flowing river of the Peninsula, rises near Amarkantak range of
mountains in Madhya Pradesh. It is the fifth largest river in the country and the largest one in
Gujarat. It traverses Madhya Pradesh, Maharashtra and Gujarat and meets the Gulf of Cambay. It
is one of only three major rivers in peninsular India that run from east to west (longest west
flowing river), along with the Tapti River and the Mahi River. It is one of the rivers in India that
flows in a rift valley, flowing west between the Satpura and Vindhya ranges.
Sone River of central India is the Second largest of the Ganges’ southern tributaries
after Yamuna River. It originates near Amarkantak in Madhya Pradesh, just east of the
headwater of the Narmada River, and flows north-northwest through Madhya Pradesh state
before turning sharply eastward where it encounters the southwest-northeast-Kaimur Range.
The Sone parallels the Kaimur hills, flowing east-northeast through Uttar
Pradesh, Jharkhand and Bihar states to join the Ganges just west of Patna.
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11. When one traverses from Mangalore ( West ) to Hyderabad ( East ), which one of the
following sequences ( from West to East ) of forest types does one observe

b) Tropical Wet deciduous – Tropical Evergreen – Tropical semi-evergreen – Tropical
Dry
c) Tropical semi-evergreen – Tropical Evergreen – Tropical Dry – Tropical Wet
Deciduous
d) Tropical Evergreen – Tropical dry – Tropical Wet deciduous – Tropical semievergreen
Answer: (b)
Justification:
Tropical Wet deciduous – Western slopes of Western Ghats and coastal region
Tropical Evergreen – Western Ghats
Tropical semi-evergreen – Drier margins of Western Ghats – Eastern slope
Tropical Dry – Rain shadow region
12. Which one of the following pairs of cities have the largest annual average rainfall difference
as compared to the other three pairs
a) Mumbai and Pune
b) Kolkata and Bhubaneshwar
c) Chennai and Madurai
d) Jabalapur and Nagpur
Answer: (a)
Justification:
Mumbai is on windward side of Western Ghats and Pune on the rainshadow areas of Western
Ghats. Hence the annual average rainfall difference is highest between these two cities.The
average difference is lower in rest of the cases.
13. Which of the following pairs are correctly matched
1. Winter rain in North West India

:

Western disturbances

2. Summer rain in Bengal basin

:

Nor’westers

3. Winter rain in Tamil Nadu

:

North East monsoon
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Select the correct answer using the codes given below:
a) 1 and 3 only
b) 2 and 3 only
c) 1 and 2 only

Answer: (d)
14. Among the following states, in which one is the percentage of forest area to total geographical
area the highest
a) Arunachal Pradesh
b) Madhya Pradesh
c) Jammu Kashmir
d) Himachal Pradesh
Answer: (a)
Justification:
Arunachal – 81.25%
Madhya Pradesh – 25.11%
Jammu Kashmir – 10.46%
Himachal Pradesh – 27.12%
15. Which one of the following correctly states the location of ‘Cold desert’ of India
(a) To the west of Pir Panjal range
(b) To the south of Siwalik Range
(c) To the north-east of Karakoram range
(d) To the west of Aravali range
Answer: (c)
16. The Palghat Gap serves inland communications from
(a) Pune to Mumbai
(b) Bangalore and Mangalore
(c) Madurai and Trivandrum
(d) Coimbatore and Palakkad
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Answer: (d)
17. Which of the east flowing rivers falling into Bay of Bengal originate in Western Ghats
1. Zuari
3. Godavari
4. Penneru
Which of the following is/are correct
a) 1, 2 and 3 only
b) 2 and 3 only
c) 2, 3 and 4
d) 3 only
Answer: (b)
18. Consider the following statements
1. Bhopal is located on Malwa plateau.
2. Chilika lake is located along boundary of Odisha and Andhra Pradesh.
Which of the following is correct
a) 1 only
b) 2 only
c) Both 1 and 2
d) None of the above
Answer: (a)
19. Which of the conservation sites are located in Aravallis
1. Sariska Tiger reserve
2. Kanha National Park
Which of the following is correct
a) 1 only
b) 2 only
c) Both 1 and 2
d) None of the above
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Answer: (a)
20. Consider the following
1. Srirangapatnam
3. Majuli
Which of the above is/are RIVERINE islands in India
a) 3 only
b) 1 and 3 only
c) 2 and 3 only
d) All the above
Answer: (d)
21. Which one of the following rivers has a bird’s-foot delta
a) Ganga
b) Mississippi
c) Amazon
d) Nile
Answer: (b)
Justification:
The Mississippi has a bird’s-foot delta, with several main branches like the foot of a bird
extending into the Gulf of Mexico. The Nile and Ganga have fan-shaped arcuate deltas with
numerous distributaries. Delta of Amazon is partly submerged in coastal waters to
form estuarine deltas.
22. Which of the following are formed due to collision of continental plates
1. The Alps
2. The Himalayas
3. The Andes
Which of the following is/are correct
a) 1 and 2 only
b) 2 and 3 only
c) 2 only
d) All the above
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Answer: (a)
Justification:
Alps – Eurasian continental plate and African continental plate collision
Himalayas – Eurasian continental plate and Indian continental plate collision

23. The process that results in the breakdown of rocks and minerals in situ is known as
a) Attrition
b) Erosion
c) Weathering
d) Corrosion
Answer: (c)
Justification:
Weathering refers to the breakdown or disintegration and decomposition of rocks in situ ( at
origins ) through mechanical and chemical changes in the rocks.
Erosion is the active wearing away of the earth’s surface by moving agents like running water.
Attrition is a form of coastal or river erosion, when the bed load is eroded by itself and the bed.
The erosion of carbonate rocks such as limestone through weak carbonic acids in solution form
is corrosion.
24. Which of the following volcano is called as ‘Lighthouse of the Mediterranean’
a) Mt Vesuvius
b) Mt Krakatau
c) Mt Pelee
d) Mt Stromboli
Answer: (d)
Justification:
Stromboli is a small island in the Tyrrhenian sea , is known for constant eruption and is
considered as a active volcano. Ancient Romans called it as ‘Lighthouse of the Mediterranean’ for
its regular eruption.
Mt Karkatau is in Indonesia , Sunda straits midway between Java and Sumatra.
Mt Pelee is in Carribean sea.Mt Vesuvius in located on Gulf of Naples in Italy.
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Andes – Nazca oceanic plate and South American continental plate collision
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25. Which of the following pairs of plates are not in convergent motion with respect to each
other?
–

Philippine

(b) Indian

–

Eurasian

(c) Nazca

–

South American

(d) South American –
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(a) Pacific

African

Answer: (d)
Justification:

26. Outwash plains are formed as a result of deposition by
(a) landslides
(b) meltwater from glaciers
(c) rivers along the mouth
(d) ocean waves
Answer: (b)
These are large areas of glacial sediment deposited by melt water streams furthest away from
the glacial snout. They are formed from gravels, sands and clays, the clays being furthest away
from the snout because the smaller particles are carried furthest. Material that was already
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deposited by older streams and ice activity may be reworked and sorted by the streams forming
the outwash plain, and carried beyond the original maximum extent of the ice sheet / glacier.
27. Rock that forms from the cementing of deposited particles are called:
(b) Igneous rock
(c) Sedimentary rock
(d) Volcanic rock
Answer: (c)
Justification:
Sedimentary rocks are the most common rock types which are freely exposed on the earth’s
surface. They are formed from other rock materials since they are made up from the buildup of
weathered and eroded pre-existing rocks. Sedimentary rocks are produced from previous rocks
that are relentlessly weathered or eroded and then deposited where they undergo compaction
and cementation through a process known as lithification- changing of sediments into a rock.
28. Which one of the following groups of states are major producers of maize
(a) Himachal Pradesh, Harayana, Bihar
(b) Andhra Pradesh, Karnataka, Maharashtra
(c) Kerala, Orissa, Uttara Pradesh
(d) Chattisgarh, Punjab , Uttarakhand
Answer: (b)
Justification:
Maize is rainfed crop which is predominantly grown during Kharif season. It is an important
cereal grown in India after rice and wheat. Karnataka, Andhra Pradesh , Maharashtra, Rajasthan,
Tamil Nadu, Bihar, Uttar Pradesh etc are the leading producers.
29. Which of the following ports is/are located on the Coromandel Coast in India
1. Ennore
2. Nagapattinam
3. Karwar
Select the correct answer using the codes given below:
a) 1 and 2 only

b) 2 only

c) 2 and 3 only

d) All the above
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Answer: (a)
Justification:

30. Consider the following
1. Naomundi – Bauxite
2. Korba – Coal
3. Jaduguda – Uranium
Which of the following is/are correctly matched
a) 1 and 3 only
b) 1 and 2 only
c) 2 and 3 only
d) All the above
Answer: (c)
Justification:
Naomundi is in Jharkand famous for haematite iron-ore
Korba is in Chattisgarh famous Gondwana coal
Jaduguda has one of largest deposits of uranium in Jharkand
31. Consider the following statements
The Black Cotton soil of India
1. is mainly distributed over the Deccan Plateau
2. has a great capacity of retaining moisture
3. occupies about 5% of the total area of the country
Which of the following is/are correct
a) 1 only
b) 1 and 3 only
c) 2 and 3 only
d) 1 and 2 only
Answer: (d)
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The Coromandel coast extends over the states of the Tamil Nadu and Andhra Pradesh. Ennore is
major port of Tamil Nadu apart from Chennai Port and Tuticorin port. Nagapattinam is minor
port along Coromandel coast. Karwar is minor port in Karnataka along Arabian coast having one
of the largest naval base in India.
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Justification:
Black soil is also called regur soil is extensively found over Deccan plateau and Malwa plateau. It
is known for cultivation for cotton, sugarcane, cereals, pulses and oilseeds. It has the highest
moisture holding capacity. It has found in around 16.65 % of total area in India.

(a) Nilgiri hills
(b) Satpura ranges
(c) Coromandel coast
(d) Aravallis
Answer: (c)
Justification:
The Tropical Dry Evergreen Forest (TDEF) is the indigenous forest of the coastal seaboard of
South East India. Historically the forest extended from Vishakapatanam to Ramanathapuram as
a belt of vegetation between 30 and 50 km wide, bordered on one side by the sea and on the
other side by a forest that becomes increasingly deciduous as one moves inland. Rainfall
averages 800 mm/year, and mostly falls during the highly variable northeast monsoon between
October and December. Unlike most of the world’s tropical and subtropical dry broadleaf forests,
whose trees tend to lose their leaves during the dry season to conserve moisture, the East Deccan
dry evergreen forests retain their leaves year round. Only two other ecoregions exhibit a similar
pattern, the Sri Lanka dry-zone dry evergreen forests and the Southeastern Indochina dry
evergreen forests.
33. National Highway 44(Srinagar-Kanyakumari), one of the longest national highway in India
passes through which of the following cities
1. Varanasi
2. Nagpur
3. Bangalore
Which of the following is/are correct
a) 2 and 3 only
b) 2 only
c) 1 and 3 only
d) All the above
Answer: (a)
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32. In which of the following region Tropical Dry Evergreen forest is found
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Justification:
National Highway 44 Route:

34. Canal irrigation is most important in the Northern Plains of India because
(a) hard and senile topography
(b) the groundwater table is high
(c) the sources of canals are perennial rivers
(d) the region is densely populated
Answer: (c)
Justification:
Canals can be effective source of irrigation in areas of low level relief, deep fertile soils, perennial
source of water and extensive command area. Therefore, the main concentration of canal
irrigation is in the northern plain of India, especially the areas comprising Uttar Pradesh,
Haryana and Punjab.
35. Based on latitudes, which amongst the following cities is Southernmost
(a) Bangalore
(b) Chennai
(c) Port Blair
(d) Kavaratti
Answer: (d)
Justification:
Bangalore – 12.97 °N
Chennai – 13.08 °N
Port Blair – 11.62 °N
Kavaratti – 10.55 °N
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Srinagar – Banihal – Jammu – Kathua – Pathankot – Mukerian – Jalandhar – Ludhiana – Rajpura
– Ambala – Karnal – Panipat – Delhi – Faridabad – Palwal – Hodal – Mathura – Agra – Dhaulpur
– Morena – Gwalior – Datia – Jhansi – Lalitpur – Sagar – Narsmpur – Lakhnadon – Seoni –
Nagpur – Jamb – PandharKaWada – Adilabad – Nirmal – Ramayampet – Hyderabad – Kurnool
– Gooty – Anantapur – Penukonda – Devanahalli – Bengaluru/Bangalore – Hosur – Krishnagiri
– Dharmapuri – Salem – Kanniyakumari/Cape Comorin.
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36. Pirotan Island, known for mangroves and a marine conservation site is located in
(a) Gujarat
(b) Andaman and Nicobar
(d) West Bengal
Answer: (a)
Justification:
In the Gulf of Kutch, Pirotan Island is one of the 42 islands which compose the Marine National
Park. India’s first national marine park comes under the Jamnagar district of Gujarat. The park
gives an opportunity to witness the coral reefs, mangroves, incredible aquatic creatures and
beautiful variety of birds in the unruffled setting of nature.
Pirotan lies 12 nautical miles off the coast (Bedi Port) and stretches up to 3 sq km. There are two
islands, Pirotan Island is the most popular one. Narara is the other island out of the two.
37. Copper deposits of India are found in
a) Garo hills
b) Vindhyan range
c) Aravallis
d) Western ghats
Answer: (c)
38. A person moving from Chile to Brazil along the coast has to cross
a) Bass strait
b) Dover strait
c) Magellan strait
d) Malacca strait
Answer: (c)
39. The largest lake of South America located in Andes is
a) Lake Victoria

b) Lake Titicaca

c) Lake Victoria

d) Lake Baykal
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(c) Tamil Nadu
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Answer: (b)
40. The largest river system of Australia flowing through Down’s region is
(a) Parana
(c) Yukon
(d) Murray-Darling
Answer: (d)
41. Cyclones or hurricanes do not develop within about 5° N and S of the equator because the
(a) Pressure gradient is weak
(b) Trade winds converge
(c) Ocean surface temperature is high
(d) Coriolis force is very weak
Answer: (d)
Justification:
The conditions required for tropical cyclones are sea surface temperature more than 260c,
sufficient Coriolis force, pressure gradient force and pre-existing vortex. Tropical cyclones do
not form near the Equator (within 5 degrees latitude) b/c the Coriolis force is 0 and air tends to
flow straight into low pressure centers, so it feels up before the pressure can drop enough.
42. Condensation is a process which occurs when
a) Temperature falls below 0°C
b) Absolute humidity becomes equal to relative humidity
c) Relative humidity becomes 100% and more
d) Temperature in the air parcel remains static
Answer: (c)
Justification:
Relative Humidity expressed as a percentage (%) is the amount of water vapor in a column of
air compared to the total amount of moisture that the same column of air can hold. When water
vapor becomes saturated, it reaches its capacity for holding water so further cooling results
in condensation and possibly rainfall.
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(b) Danube
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43. Northern part of Australia is typified by which one of the following
(a) Equatorial climate
(b) Monsoon climate
(d) Mediterranean climate
Answer: (b)
Justification:
Monsoon climate is generally related to those areas which register complete seasonal reversal
of wind direction and are associated with tropical deciduous forests. The Australian monsoon
alternates between two seasonal phases linked to wind direction. In the winter phase, easterly
trade winds bring dry conditions. In the summer, westerly winds bring sustained rainy
conditions.
44. Temperate cyclones are characterised by which of the following
(a) Fronts
(b) Diverging winds
(c) Dry winds
(d) Hot winds
Answer: (a)
Justification:
In mid-latitudes, much of our weather is associated with a particular kind of storm, the
extratropical cyclone. Extratropical cyclones derive their energy from horizontal temperature
contrasts. They typically form on a boundary between a warm and a cold air mass associated
with an upper tropospheric jet stream .Their circulations affect the entire troposphere over a
region 1000 km or more across. Extratropical cyclones tend to develop with a particular
lifecycle. The low pressure center moves roughly with the speed of the 500 mb wind above it. An
extratropical cyclone tends to focus the temperature contrasts into ‘frontal zones’ of particularly
rapid horizontal temperature change.
45. Temperature generally decreases towards the poles because
(a) Air movement is generally towards the equator
(b) Cold polar air masses prevent surface heating of the land
(c) Cold surfaces do not absorb solar energy as readily as warm surfaces
(d) Progressively lesser solar energy per unit area falls on the earth’s surface as we move
to polar regions
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(c) Temperate climate
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Answer: (d)
Justification:
Beyond Tropic of Cancer and Capricorn the sun rays are oblique. As the angle of sun rays
decreases poleward, the amount of insolation received also decreases.

1. The Benguela current had its influence in the formation of Namib and Kalahari desert
2. In the North Indian Ocean, there is a complete reversal of the direction of ocean currents
between Winter and summer
Which of the following is/are correct
a) 1 only

b) 2 only

c) Both 1 and 2

d) None of the above

Answer: (c)
Justification:
The cold Benguela current flowing northward along western coast of Africa, has desiccating
affect which leads to formation of arid conditions
The ocean currents of Indian Ocean are completely influenced by the changing nature of the
monsoon wind system.
47. Which oceanic feature is at the greatest depth in the ocean
(a) Abyssal plain
(b) Continental shelf
(c) Submarine canyons
(d) Continental rise
Answer: (a)
Justification:
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46. Consider the following statements
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48. A fjord is an example of a coastline that was mainly shaped by
(a) Erosion by glaciers
(b) Erosion by rivers
(d) Erosion and deposition of sediment by waves
Answer: (a)
Justification:
A fjord is a long, deep, narrow body of water that reaches far inland. Fjords are often set in a Ushaped valley with steep walls of rock on either side. Fjords are found mainly in Norway, Chile,
New Zealand, Canada, Greenland, and the U.S. state of Alaska.
Fjords were created by glaciers. Glaciation carves deep valleys. This is why fjords can be
thousands of meters deep. Fjords are usually deepest farther inland, where the glacial force was
strongest.
49. The productivity of fishery is high along the coast of Peru because
(a) Phytoplankton production is high because there is almost no wind and little mixing of
the water
(b) Phytoplankton production is high there because wind driven upwelling brings
nutrients from deeper water to the surface
(c) Phytoplankton production is high because of El Niño
(d) None of the above
Answer: (b)
Justification:
Winds blowing across the ocean surface push water away. Water then rises up from beneath the
surface to replace the water that was pushed away. This process is known as “upwelling.”
Upwelling occurs in the open ocean and along coastlines. The reverse process, called
“downwelling,” also occurs when wind causes surface water to build up along a coastline and the
surface water eventually sinks toward the bottom.
Water that rises to the surface as a result of upwelling is typically colder and is rich in nutrients.
These nutrients “fertilize” surface waters, meaning that these surface waters often have high
biological productivity. Therefore, good fishing grounds typically are found where upwelling is
common. The anchovy population that is the basis of the Peru fishery, the world’s largest, is a
phytoplankton feeding species, supported by an upwelling based ecosystem.
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(c) Movements of the earth’s crust due to plate tectonics
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50. Which of the following state has the highest percentage of Christian population in India
(a) Kerala
(b) Goa
(d) Nagaland
Answer: (d)
Justification:
Nagaland – 87.93%
Arunachal Pradesh – 30.26%
Goa – 25.10%
Kerala – 18.38%
51. Consider the following statements
1. In general, the rail density in Northern plains is higher than peninsular plateau.
2. Gorakhpur is headquarters of North-eastern railways.
Which of the following is/are correct
a) 1 only
b) 2 only
c) Both 1 and 2
d) None of the above
Answer: (c)
Justification:
Because of the level topography and higher density of populations, the rail density is higher in
states of Northern plains. Topography of peninsular plateau and north eastern states leads to
higher cost of laying rail lines. Rail density is lower. Gorakhpur is the HQ of North-eastern
railways. Maligaon (Guwahati ) is HQ of North east Frontier railways.
52. Consider the following statements
1. China is the leading producer of palm oil in the world
2. Andhra Pradesh is the leading producer of palm oil in India
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(c) Arunachal Pradesh
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Which of the following statements is/are correct
a) 1 only
b) 2 only
c) Both 1 and 2

Answer: (b)
Justification:
Indonesia and Malaysia are the leading producers of palm oil in the world. In India Andhra
Pradesh is the leading producer of palm oil. Apart from Andhra Pradesh (including Telangana),
Kerala, Karnataka, north-eastern states are important producers.
53. In India among four streams of internal migration, the highest percentage of migration is
between
(a) Rural to rural
(b) Rural to urban
(c) Urban to urban
(d) Urban to rural
Answer: (a)
Justification:
Highest percentage of internal migration is between rural to rural. Most of migration are related
to marriage and agricultural labours. Female migrants dominate in intrastate migration.
54. Ganga is navigable between
(a) Hardwar and Kanpur
(b) Allahabad and Varanasi
(c) Patna and Calcutta
(d) Allahabad and Haldia
Answer: (d)
Justification:
National Waterway 1 or NW1 will starts from Allahabad to Haldia with an distance of 1620 km.
The NW 1 run through the Ganges, Bhagirathi and Hooghly river system with having fixed
terminals at Haldia, Farrakka and Patna and floating terminals at most of the riverside cities like
Kolkata, Bhagalpur, Varanasi and Allahabad.
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d) None of the above
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55. Consider the following cities on eastern coast of Australia
1. Sydney
2. Brisbane
The correct sequence of these cities, from North to South is
a) 1, 2, 3
b) 2, 1, 3
c) 2, 3, 1
d) 3, 1, 2
Answer: (b)
56. Most part of Central Africa is forested because
(a) of the rugged terrain
(b) the sub-Saharan soil is most suitable for forest growth
(c) of equatorial type of climate
(d) None of the above
Answer: (c)
Justification:
Equator passes through Central part of Africa. Having equatorial type of climate the region is
densely forested.
57. Arakan Yoma and Pegu Yomas are located in
(a) Myanmar
(b) Nepal
(c) Bhutan
(d) China
Answer: (a)
58. Which of the following South-East Asian country is landlocked
(a) Myanmar

(b) Thailand

(c) Laos

(d) Vietnam
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Answer: (c)
59. Consider the following statements
1. Prime meridian does not pass through Africa
Which of the following is/are correct
a) 1 only
b) 2 only
c) Both 1 and 2
d) None of the above
Answer: (d)
60. Catalonia region in Spain is located along coast of
(a) Atlantic coast
(b) Mediterranean sea
(c) North sea
(d) Black sea
Answer: (b)
61. Consider the following about girl’s education in India:
1. Digital Gender Atlas for Advancing Girls’ Education has been made with the support of
UNICEF
2. Shagun portal has been specifically designed around the progress made around the atlas
Which of the above statements is/are correct:
a) 1 only
b) 2 only
c) Both 1 and 2
d) None of the above
Solution: a
Digital Gender Atlas for Advancing Girls’ Education: Department of School Education and
Literacy has prepared a Digital Gender Atlas for Advancing Girls’ Education in the country on its
website. The tool, which has been developed with the support of UNICEF, (hence statement 1
is correct) will help identify low performing geographic pockets for girls, particularly from
www.insightsias.com
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2. Tropic of Cancer passes through northern part of South America
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marginalized groups such as scheduled castes, schedule tribes and Muslims, on specific gender
related education indicators. In order to plan and execute educational interventions, the purpose
of the Gender Atlas is to help identify and ensure equitable education with a focus on vulnerable
girls, including girls with disabilities.

62. Which of the following is NOT a sub-programme under Sarva Shiksha Abhiyaan
a) Vidyanjali
b) Pade Bharat Bade Bharat
c) Rastriya aavishkar abhiyaan
d) Atal Tinkering Labs
Solution: d
Sub-Programmes under SSA
(a) The Padhe Bharat Badhe Bharat (PBBB), a sub-programme of the SSA, in classes I and
II is focusing on foundational learning in early grades with an emphasis on reading,
writing and comprehension and mathematics.
(b) The Rashtriya Aavishkar Abhiyan (RAA), also under the SSA, aims to motivate and
engage children of the age group 6-18 years, in science, mathematics and technology by
observation, experimentation, inference drawing and model building, through both
inside and outside classroom activities.
(c) Vidyanjali, another sub-programme under SSA, was launched to enhance community
and private sector involvement in Government run elementary schools across the
country.
(d) ShaGun portal – an Initiative to monitor the implementation of SSA: MHRD has
developed a web portal called ShaGun (from the words Shaala and Gunvatta)
The Government of India has setup the Atal Innovation Mission (AIM) at NITI Aayog. Realizing
the need to create scientific temper and cultivate the spirit of curiosity and innovation among
young minds, AIM proposes to support the establishment of a network of Atal Tinkering
Laboratories (ATL). ATL is a workspace where young minds can give shape to their ideas
through hands-on do-it-yourself mode and learn innovation skills.
http://aim.gov.in/atal-tinkering-labs.php
63. Consider the following about Rastriya Madhyamik Shiksha Abhiyaan:
1. Shaala Siddhi is a tool to track School Standards and Evaluation Framework
2. Shala Darpan is a monitoring school management systems to students, parents and
communities
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ShaGun portal – an Initiative to monitor the implementation of SSA: MHRD has developed a
web portal called ShaGun (from the words Shaala and Gunvatta). (hence statement 2 is
incorrect)
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Which of the above statements is/are correct:
a) 1 only
b) 2 only
c) Both 1 and 2

Solution: c
Shaala Siddhi: School Standards and Evaluation Framework and its web portal was launched
in 2015. It is a comprehensive instrument for school evaluation leading to school improvement.
Developed by the National University of Educational Planning and Administration (NUEPA), it
aims to enable schools to evaluate their performance in a more focused and strategic manner
and facilitate them to make professional judgments for improvement. The programme’s
objective is to establish an agreed set of standards and benchmarks for each school, by focussing
on key performance domains and their core standards.
(hence statement 1 is correct)
Shala Darpan: The “Shaala Darpan Project” to cover all the 1099 Kendriya Vidyalayas was
launched in June, 2015. The objective of this project is to provide services based on school
management systems to students, parents and communities. Under school information
services, the following list of services will be enabled i.e., school profile management, student
profile management, employee information, student attendance, leave management, report
cards, curriculum tracking custom, SMS alerts for parents / administrators on student and
teacher attendance.
(hence statement 2 is correct)
64. Ishan uday and Ishan Vikas schemes are mainly to promote inclusive higher education for:
a) SC and STs
b) Minorities
c) North East
d) LWE districts
Solution: c
Ishan Uday– The UGC has launched a special scholarship scheme for students of north east
region, Ishan Uday from the academic session 2014-15. The Scheme envisages grant of 10,000
scholarships to students from the region whose parental income is below 4.5 lakh per annum
and would be provided scholarship ranging from ₹ 3,500 to ₹ 5,000 per month for studying at
under graduate level in colleges/ universities of the country.
Ishan Vikas – Academic Exposure for North Eastern Students The programme has been
launched with a plan to bring selected college and school students from the north eastern states
into close contact with IITs, NITs and IISERs during their vacation periods for academic
exposure.
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d) None of the above
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65. Under a managed floating exchange rate system, the nation’s monetary authorities intervene
in foreign exchange markets to
a) Smooth out short-run and long run fluctuations in exchange rates
c) Smooth out short-run fluctuations in exchange rates
d) Keep exchange rates flexible
Solution: c
A managed or dirty float is a flexible exchange rate system in which the government or the
country’s central bank may occasionally intervene in order to direct the country’s currency value
into a certain direction. This is generally done in order to act as a buffer against economic shocks
and hence soften its effect in the economy.
http://policonomics.com/managed-float/
66. Match the following:
List – I

List – II

(A) WTO

1. Provide finance to correct disequilibrium in balance of payments.

(B) IMF

2. Generally forbids the use of quantitative restrictions in trade.

(C) SAARC

3. Sanction of soft loans

(D) IDA

4. Promotes trade among South Asian Countries

Codes:
ABCD
a) 1 2 3 4
b) 2 3 4 1
c) 2 1 4 3
d) 3 2 4 1
Solution: c
67. The European Union has achieved all of the following, except
a) Adopted a common fiscal policy for member nations
b) Established a common system of agricultural price supports
c) Disbanded all tariffs between its member countries
d) Levied common tariffs on products imported from nonmembers
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b) Keep exchange rates fixed among a group of nations
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Solution: a
It is often proposed that the European Union should adopt a form of fiscal union. Most member
states of the EU participate in economic and monetary union (EMU), based on the euro currency,
but most decisions about taxes and spending remain at the national level. Therefore, although
the European Union has a monetary union, it does not have a fiscal union.

1. To make recommendations on the distribution of tax proceeds between Centre and
States.
2. To make Recommendations on levying, removing or restructuring of taxes.
3. To recommend Grants-in-aid under Article 275 of the Constitution
4. To recommend plan and other grants under Article 282 of the Constitution
Codes:
a) 1 and 2 only
b) 1 and 3 only
c) 1, 3 and 4 only
d) 1, 2, 3 and 4
Solution: b
Functions of Finance Commission
1. Distribution of net proceeds of taxes between Center and the States, to be divided as
per their respective contributions to the taxes.
2. Determine factors governing Grants-in-Aid to the states and the magnitude of the
same.
3. To make recommendations to the president as to the measures needed to augment the Fund
of a State to supplement the resources of the panchayats and municipalities in the state on
the basis of the recommendations made by the finance commission of the state.
4. Any other matter related to it by the president in the interest of sound finance.
5. A finance commission is an autonomous body which is governed by the government of India.
69. Margin requirement specified under which instruments of monetary policy?
a) Variable Reserve Requirement
b) Statutory Liquidity Requirement
c) Selective Credit Controls
d) Open Market Operations
Solution: c
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68. Which of the following are the role of Finance Commissions in India?
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Selective credit control refers to qualitative method of credit control by the central bank. The
method aims, unlike general or quantitative methods, at the regulation of credit taken for specific
purposes or branches of economic activity. It aims at encouraging good credit, i.e., development
credit while at the same time discouraging bad credit, i.e., speculative credit.
PSL: priority sector lending

70. About minimum support price, find out the correct combinations:
1. If market price is higher, farmers will sell to the government.
2. It ensures minimum assured price for the produce of the farmers.
3. It helps in food security mission.
4. This is highly rewarding to farmers because they earn huge profits on their produce.
Codes:
a) 1, 2 and 4 only
b) 2, 3 and 4 only
c) 2 and 4 only
d) 2 and 3 only
Solution: d
Minimum Support Price (MSP) is a form of market intervention by the Government of India to
insure agricultural producers against any sharp fall in farm prices. The minimum support prices
are announced by the Government of India at the beginning of the sowing season for certain
crops on the basis of the recommendations of the Commission for Agricultural Costs and Prices
(CACP). MSP is price fixed by Government of India to protect the producer – farmers – against
excessive fall in price during bumper production years. The minimum support prices are a
guarantee price for their produce from the Government. The major objectives are to support the
farmers from distress sales and to procure food grains for public distribution. In case the market
price for the commodity falls below the announced minimum price due to bumper production
and glut in the market, government agencies purchase the entire quantity offered by the
farmers at the announced minimum price and maintains public stocks.
71. Which of the followings have been important in growth of rice and wheat output in India
after initiating green revolution programme?
1. Changes in cropping pattern
2. Improved yields
3. Crop insurance
4. Increased area under cultivation
Codes:
a) 2, 3 and 4 only

b) 1, 2 and 4 only

c) 1, 2 and 3 only

d) 1, 3 and 4 only
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DIRs: Differential interest rates
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Solution: b
Crop insurance density still remains very low and Pradhan mantra Fasal Bima Yojana was
launched to further crop insurance in India.

a) Drive competitors out of business
b) Maximise profits
c) Encourage entrants into the market
d) Attain least cost output
Solution: a
Predatory Pricing – the pricing of goods or services at such a low level that other firms cannot
compete and are forced to leave the market.
73. Which of the following is correct about the ‘Hindu Growth Rate’?
a) This is about economic growth of the Hindu population.
b) Shows economic disparities among different social groups in India.
c) Reflects low growth performance of the Indian economy during 1950-80.
d) Hints at accelerated growth in India since 1980
Solution: c
The Hindu rate of growth is a term referring to the low annual growth rate of the planned
economy of India before the liberalisation of 1991, which stagnated around 3.5% from
1950s to 1980s, while per capita income growth averaged 1.3%.
It was a concept given by Prof. Raj Krishna
74. The idea of indicative planning was first adopted in which Five year Plan of India?
a) Second Plan
b) Fifth Plan
c) Seventh Plan
d) Eighth Plan
Solution: d
Indicative planning is a form of economic planning implemented by a state in an effort to solve
the problem of imperfect information in market and mixed economies in order to increase
economic performance.
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72. Predatory pricing policy is designed to
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India’s Eighth Plan was unique in the sense that it attempted to manage the transition from a
centrally planned economy to a market-oriented economy without tearing the sociocultural framework of the country, or to be more specific, our social commitments to the underprivileged sections. The Eighth Plan mentioned that planning would have to be reoriented so as
to make it indicative.

1. Phillips curve is an inverse relationship between the rate of unemployment and the rate
of inflation in an economy
2. Engel’s Law observes that as income rises the proportion of income spent on food falls
even if the actual expenditure on food rises
Which of the above statement is/are correct?
a) 1 only
b) 2 only
c) 1 and 2 only
d) None of the above
Solution: c
The Phillips curve shows the relationship between unemployment and inflation in an
economy. It states that inflation and unemployment have a stable and inverse relationship. The
theory claims that with economic growth comes inflation, which in turn should lead to more jobs
and less unemployment. (hence statement 1 is correct)
Engel’s law is an observation in economics stating that as income rises, the proportion of income
spent on food falls, even if absolute expenditure on food rises. In other words, the income
elasticity of demand of food is between 0 and 1. The law was named after the statistician Ernst
Engel (1821–1896). (hence statement 2 is correct)
76. Hedging in the foreign exchange market refers to:
a) An act of devaluation
b) Covering a risk of fluctuations in the foreign exchange rates in future
c) Not covering a risk of fluctuations in the foreign exchange rates in future
d) An act of revaluation
Solution: b
A hedge is an investment to reduce the risk of adverse price movements in an asset. Normally,
a hedge consists of taking an offsetting position in a related security, such as a futures contract.
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75. Consider the following statements:
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77. Core inflation has been described as:
a) Headline inflation − food inflation
b) Headline inflation − (food inflation + fuel inflation)
d) Food inflation + Fuel inflation
Solution: b
Core inflation is the change in costs of goods and services, but does not include those from the
food and energy sectors. This measure of inflation excludes these items because their prices are
much more volatile.
78. Primary deficit is measured by:
a) Fiscal deficit − interest payments
b) Budget deficit − interest payments
c) Budget deficit + total borrowings
d) Total Revenue expenditure −total revenue receipts
Solution: a
Primary deficit refers to difference between fiscal deficit of the current year and interest
payments on the previous borrowings. Primary Deficit = Fiscal Deficit – Interest Payments. The
total borrowing requirement of the government includes the interest commitments on
accumulated debts.
79. Consider the following statements in relation to Gender Budgeting and answer from the code
given below:
1. ‘Gender analysis’ of the budget
2. Preparing a separate budget for women
3. Government of India adopted gender budgeting in 2005 – 06
Code:
a) 1 and 2 only
b) 1 and 3 only
c) 2 and 3 only
d) 1, 2 and 3
Solution: b
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c) Headline inflation − fuel inflation
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Since 2005-06, the Expenditure Division of the Ministry of Finance has been issuing a note
on Gender Budgeting as a part of the Budget Circular every year. This is compiled and
incorporated in the form of Statement 20 as a part of the Expenditure Budget Document Volume
1 by the Expenditure Division of the Ministry of Finance. This GB Statement comprises two partsPart A and Part B.
Part A reflects Women Specific Schemes, i.e. those which have 100% allocation for women.
Part B reflects Pro Women Schemes, i.e. those where at least 30% of the allocation is for women.
http://wcd.nic.in/gender-budgeting
80. Which organisation in India has been given the responsibility to monitor the progress of
sustainable development goals?
a) Reserve Bank of India
b) Central Statistical Office
c) NITI Aayog
d) National Sample Survey office
Solution: c
National Action on the SDGs in India
NITI Aayog, the Government of India’s premier think tank, has been entrusted with the task of
coordinating the SDGs. NITI Aayog has undertaken a mapping of schemes as they relate to the
SDGs and their targets, and has identified lead and supporting ministries for each target. They
have adopted a government-wide approach to sustainable development, emphasising the
interconnected nature of the SDGs across economic, social and environmental pillars. States have
been advised to undertake a similar mapping of their schemes, including centrally sponsored
schemes.
In addition, the Ministry of Statistics and Programme Implementation (MoSPI) has been leading
discussions for developing national indicators for the SDGs. State governments are key to India’s
progress on the SDG Agenda and several of them have already initiated action on implementing
the SDGs.
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Gender Budgeting is a powerful tool for achieving gender mainstreaming so as to ensure that
benefits of development reach women as much as men. It is not an accounting exercise but
an ongoing process of keeping a gender perspective in policy/ programme formulation, its
implementation and review. GB entails dissection of the Government budgets to establish its
gender differential impacts and to ensure that gender commitments are translated in to
budgetary commitments.
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81. Saathiya Resource Kits are launched to help which of the following beneficiaries:
1. Women
2. Children
3. Adolescents
Select you answer using the codes below:
a) 1 and 2 only
b) 3 only
c) 4 only
d) 3 and 4 only
Solution: b
SAATHIYA Resource Kit including ‘Saathiya Salah’ Mobile App for adolescents as part of the
Rashtriya Kishor Swasthya Karyakram (RKSK) program.
One of the key interventions under the programme is introduction of the Peer Educators
(Saathiyas) who act as a catalyst for generating demand for the adolescent health services and
imparting age appropriate knowledge on key adolescent health issues to their peer groups.
In order to equip the Saathiyas in doing so, the Health Ministry has launched the Saathiya
Resource Kit (including ‘Saathiya Salah’ Mobile App).
82. Consider the following about various health initiatives:
1. Intensified Diarrhea control fortnight is covered using ASHA volunteers
2. Rashtriya Bal Swasthya Karykram is a specific program for under 5 mortality control
Select your answer using the codes below:
a) 1 only
b) 2 only
c) Both 1 and 2
d) None of the above
Solution: a
Rashtriya Bal Swasthya Karyakram


launched in 2013



provision for Child Health Screening and Early Intervention Services through early
detection and management of 4 Ds i.e. defects at birth, diseases, deficiencies,
development delays including disability and free management of 30 identified health
conditions including surgery at tertiary health facilities.
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Children between 0-18 years of age are expected to be covered in a phased manner
across the country.

(Hence statement 2 is incorrect)
Intensified Diarrhea Control Fortnight
It is a programme to combat diarrheal mortality in children with the ultimate aim of zero
child deaths due to childhood diarrhea.



implemented across all states and UTs

more than 14.7 crore under-5 children have been reached since 2014 by ASHA with
prophylactic ORS. (Hence statement 1 is correct)


Main activities include intensification of advocacy activities, awareness generation
activities, diarrhea management service provision, establishing ORS-zinc demonstration
sites, ORS distribution by ASHA through home visitation, detection of undernourished
children and their treatment, promotion of infant and young child feeding activities by home
visits by ASHA and establishing IYCF corners.

83. What is Greenfield investment?
a) A form of foreign direct investment where a parent company starts a new venture in
a foreign country by constructing new operational facilities.
b) A form of foreign direct investment where a company purchases or leases existing
production facilities to launch a new production activity.
c) Investment by non-resident Indians.
d) Investment in shares and debts.
Solution: a
Green-field and brown-field investments are two different types of foreign direct
investment (FDI). Green–field investments occur when a parent company or government
begins a new venture by constructing new facilities in a country outside of where the company
is headquartered. Brown-field investments occur when an entity purchases an existing facility
to begin new production.
84. Consider the following facts about green revolution:
1. The term green revolution was given by M. S. Swaminathan
2. The HYV seeds were a result of experiments carried out in Mexico
3. Rockefeller foundation was the chief architect on research and development of hybrid
seeds
Select the correct statements using the codes below:
a) 1 and 2 only

b) 2 and 3 only

c) 2 only

d) 1, 2 and 3
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Solution: b
The term “Green Revolution” was coined by William Gaud whilst Director of the United States
Agency for International Development (USAID). He was describing the spectacular increases in
cereal crop yields that were achieved in developing countries during the 1960s. (Hence
statement 1 is incorrect)

The Rockefeller Foundation (RF)’s Mexican Agriculture Program (MAP), which operated
from 1943 to 1965, is now credited with launching the global transformation known as the
“Green Revolution.” (Hence statement 3 is correct)
https://rockfound.rockarch.org/mexico
85. Consider the following statements with respect to mortality rates in India:
1. Goa is the best performer in terms of IMR
2. Kerala has higher percentage of institutional deliveries compared to Goa
Select the correct answers using the cods below:
a) 1 only
b) 2 only
c) Both 1 and 2
d) None of the above
Solution: c
According to NITI ayog both the statement are correct. Please go through the following link for
further information.
http://niti.gov.in/content/institutional-deliveries#
http://niti.gov.in/content/infant-mortality-rate-imr-1000-live-births
86. Consider the following about operation greens:
1. It is on the lines of rainbow revolution
2. It will promote FPOs, agri-logistics, processing facilities and professional management
Select your answer using the codes below:
a) 1 only
b) 2 only
c) Both 1 and 2
d) None of the above
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HYV or semi-dwarf varieties ( I ) developed at the International Maize and Wheat
Improvement Center (CIMMYT) in Mexico and the International Rice Research Institute (IRRI)
in the Philippines. (Hence statement 2 is correct)

Insights IAS | InsightsonIndia
Solution: b
Operation Greens
To promote farmer producers organisations, agri-logistics, processing facilities and
professional management. (Hence statement 2 is correct)

It will help in doubling the income of farmers by the end of 2022

The rainbow revolution is different from the operation green. Hence statement 1 is incorrect
87. Which of the following statements is NOT correct with respect to Union Budget:
a) Highest share of expenditure goes to interest payments
b) Centrally sponsored schemes are 100% financed by the Centre
c) GST and other taxes contribute the largest share in income
d) Non-debt capital receipts and customs contribute the least share in income
Solution:a
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It aims to aid farmers and help control and limit the erratic fluctuations in the prices of onions,
potatoes and tomatoes

Insights IAS | InsightsonIndia

1. The principal objective of the Scheme is integrated development of SC Majority Villages
2. PMAGY is under the aegis of Ministry of Rural Development
Select the correct statements using the codes below:
a) 1 only
b) 2 only
c) Both 1 and 2
d) None of the above
Solution: a
PMAGY
The principal objective of the Scheme is integrated development of SC Majority Villages:
(Hence statement 1 is correct) Primarily through convergent implementation of the relevant
Central and State Schemes;
By providing these villages Central Assistance in form of gap-filling funds to the extent of
Rs.20.00 lakh per village, to be increased by another 5 lakh if State make a matching contribution.
By providing gap-filling component to take up activities which do not get covered under the
existing Central and State Government Schemes.
It is under ministry of social justice and empowerment. Hence statement 2 is incorrect.
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88. Consider the following about Pradhan Mantri Adarsh Gram Yojana:

Insights IAS | InsightsonIndia
http://socialjustice.nic.in/SchemeList/Send/40?mid=24541
89. Consider the following statement with respect to black money:
1. GOI can confiscate foreign assets as per Fugitive Economic offenders bill
Select the correct statements using the codes below:
a) 1 only
b) 2 only
c) Both 1 and 2
d) None of the above
Solution: a
The Companies Act, 2013 has not defined what a ‘shell company’ is and as to what kind of
activities would lead to a company being termed a ‘shell’. (Hence statement 2 is incorrect).
Shell companies are typically corporate entities which do not have any active business
operations or significant assets in their possession. The government views them with suspicion
as some of them could be used for money laundering, tax evasion and other illegal activities.
Is there a law governing shell companies?
In India, there is no specific law relating to “shell companies.” However, some laws help, to an
extent, in curbing illegal activities such as money laundering and can indirectly be used to target
shell companies — Benami Transaction (Prohibition) Amendment Act 2016; The Prevention of
Money Laundering Act 2002 and The Companies Act, 2013.
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2. Shell companies are companies located abroad
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90. Consider the following about Mahila e-Haat:
1. The portal has been set up using funds from the Rashtriya Mahila Kosh
2. All products must showcase the mahila e-haat logo on their products
a) 1 and 2 only
b) 1 only
c) 2 only
d) None
Solution: a
Mahila E-Haat is an initiative for meeting aspirations and needs of women entrepreneurs. It
is an online marketing platform for women, where participants can display their products. It is
an initiative for women across the country as a part of ‘Digital India’ and ‘Stand Up India’
initiatives. The platform has been set up by the Ministry of Women and Child Development,
Government of India under Rashtriya Mahila Kosh (RMK). Hence statement 1 is correct.
All the sellers are required to show the Mahila e-Haat logo on their products. However, this
does not mean they will have to do away with their own brand logos; both can be used at the
same time. Hence statement 2 is correct.
https://www.livemint.com/Politics/MoreGQJvezEut9Q9A7qM1L/Digital-marketing-platformMahila-eHaat-launched-for-women.html
91. Consider the following sub-schemes with respect to Nirbhaya fund:
1. One stop centre
2. Women helpline
3. Mahila Police Volunteer
4. Reserved/Special Coach/Buses
Which of the above are covered under the fund:
a) 1 and 2 only
b) 1, 2 and 3 only
c) 1 and 4 only
d) 1, 2, 3 and 4
Solution: b
Keeping in mind the need to have schematic interventions and proper mechanism for
handholding of women in distress, 3 schemes i.e. ‘ One Stop Centre’, ‘Universalisation of Women
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Which of the above statements is/are correct:

Insights IAS | InsightsonIndia
Helpline’ and ‘Mahila Police Volunteer’ were initiated by the Ministry of Women and Child
Development from the Nirbhaya Fund
http://pib.nic.in/newsite/PrintRelease.aspx?relid=157727

92. Consider the following about Adolescent Friendly Health Clinics (AFHCs):
1. They are the nodal point for Weekly iron folic scheme and contraceptives
2. These centres are part of National Health mission
Which of the above statements is/are correct:
a) 1 only
b) 2 only
c) Both 1 and 2
d) None of the above
Solution: c
Adolescent Friendly Health Clinics (AFHCs)
counselling and curative services are provided at primary, secondary and tertiary levels of care
on fixed days and fixed time with due referral linkages
Commodities available at AFHC


Weekly Iron & Folic Acid Supplementation & Albendazole



Sanitary napkins



Contraceptives



Medicines

It’s a part of NHM.
http://nhm.gov.in/nrhm-components/rmnch-a/adolescent-healthrksk/afhcs/background.html
93. Consider the following statements about Global Entrepreneurship Summit 2017:
1. The theme of the summit was “ women first, Prosperity for all”
2. This was the first edition of Global entrepreneurship summit
Which of the above statements is/are correct:
a) 1 only
b) 2 only
c) Both 1 and 2
d) None of the above
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It does not provide for reserved or specials but provides for panic buttons in various modes of
public transportation and cctv coverage & GPS.
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Solution: a
Global Entrepreneurship Summit (GES 2017) — Hyderabad
preeminent annual entrepreneurship gathering that convenes over one thousand emerging
entrepreneurs, investors, and supporters from around the world



It is organized annually since 2010. (Hence statement 2 is incorrect)



The theme for 2017 GES is “Women First, Prosperity for All” to celebrate
entrepreneurship in all its strength, diversity and entirety. (Hence statement 1 is correct)



The four primary focus areas of GES 2017 are
1. Digital Economy and Financial Technology
2. Health Care and Life Sciences,
3. Energy and Infrastructure
4. Media and Entertainment.

https://www.ges2017.org/
94. Which of the following are not for profit companies set up in partnership with the
government:
1. National institute for smart government
2. Goods and services tax network
3. National investment and infrastructure fund
Select the correct answers using the codes below:
a) 1 and 2 only
b) 2 and 3 only
c) 1, 2 and 3
d) 3 only
Solution: a
NISG is a not-for-profit company setup in a Public-Private-Partnership (PPP) in 2002 under the
recommendations of The National Taskforce on Information Technology & Software
Development, with 51% equity contributed by the private sector & 49% by the public sector.
Goods and Services Tax Network (GSTN) is a Section 8 (under new companies Act, not for
profit companies are governed under section 8), non-Government, private limited company. It
was incorporated on March 28, 2013. The Government of India holds 24.5% equity in GSTN and
all States of the Indian Union, including NCT of Delhi and Puducherry, and the Empowered
Committee of State Finance Ministers (EC), together hold another 24.5%. Balance 51% equity is
with non-Government financial institutions.
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National Investment and Infrastructure Fund (NIIF) is a fund created by the Government of
India for enhancing infrastructure financing in the country. This is different from the National
Investment Fund.

a) To improve and upgrade existing roads to all weather roads
b) To change from sinle lane to two lane roads
c) To connect hospitals and schools
d) To improve quality of roads using locally made materials
Solution: c
Phase-III of PMGSY is planned to be launched to connect hospitals and schools with major
link routes in the interiors of villages.
Pradhan Mantri Gram Sadak Yojana (PMGSY)


Centrally Sponsored Scheme introduced in 2000



Aim : provide good all-weather road connectivity to unconnected villages habitations with
a population of above 500 in the plains and above 250 in the hilly areas planned to be
connected by all-weather roads

96. What do you mean by the term tax expenditure?
a) Amount of money spent on tax administration
b) Amount of interest which has to paid on income tax refunds
c) Amount the government could not collect because of various exemptions
d) Amount of money which was spent as a proportion of tax collected
Solution: c
Tax Expenditures, as the word might indicate, does not relate to the expenditures incurred by
the Government in the collection of taxes. Rather it refers to the opportunity cost of taxing at
concessional rates, or the opportunity cost of giving exemptions, deductions, rebates,
deferrals credits etc. to the tax payers. Tax expenditures indicate how much more revenue
could have been collected by the Government if not for such measures. In other words, it shows
the extent of indirect subsidy enjoyed by the tax payers in the country.
http://arthapedia.in/index.php?title=Tax_Expenditures
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95. Which of the following is a feature of Pradhan Mantri Gram Sadak Yojana Phase III:
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97. Consider the following about financial sector legislative reforms commission (FSLRC):
1. Unified financial authority
2. Credit registry office

INSIGHTS IAS REVISION TESTS FOR UPSC CIVIL SERVICES PRELIMINARY EXAM – 2018

3. Financial sector development council
4. Financial resolution and deposit insurance
Which of the above bodies/agencies were proposed by it:
a) 1 and 3 only
b) 1, 2 and 3 only
c) 1, 3 and 4 only
d) 1, 2, 3 and 4
Solution: c
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98. Consider the following statements about bank nationalization:
1. RBI was nationalized in 1949
2. Air India was nationalized in 1953 by the air corporations act
a) 1 only
b) 2 only
c) Both 1 and 2
d) None of the above
Solution: c
The Reserve Bank of India was nationalised with effect from 1st January, 1949 (hence
statement 1 is correct) on the basis of the Reserve Bank of India (Transfer to Public Ownership)
Act, 1948. All shares in the capital of the Bank were deemed transferred to the Central
Government on payment of a suitable compensation. The image is a newspaper clipping giving
the views of Governor CD Deshmukh, prior to nationalisation.
https://rbi.org.in/history/Brief_RBI_Nationalisation.html
Air transport was nationalised by the Government of India under the Air Corporations Act,
1953. (Hence statement 2 is correct))On 25 August 1953, the Government of India exercised
its option to purchase a majority stake in the carrier and Air India International Limited was
born as one of the fruits of the Air Corporations Act.
99. The criterion of IMF terms such as LPG & conditionality are synonym for loans given under:
a) Compensatory financing facility
b) Extended fund facility
c) Stand by arrangement
d) Supplementary reserve facility
Solution: b
When a country faces serious medium-term balance of payments problems because of structural
weaknesses that require time to address, the IMF can assist with the adjustment process under
an Extended Fund Facility (EFF). Compared to assistance provided under the Stand-by
Arrangement, assistance under an extended arrangement features longer program
engagement—to help countries implement medium-term structural reforms—and a longer
repayment period.
http://www.brettonwoodsproject.org/2005/08/art-320868/
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Which of the above statements is/are correct:
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100. Which of the following are part of the World Bank group
1. Multilateral investment guarantee agency
2. International convention for settlement of investment disputes
4. Global fund for disaster management
Select your answer using the codes below:
a) 1 and 2 only
b) 3 only
c) 1, 2 and 3 only
d) 1, 2, 3 and 4
Solution: c
http://www.worldbank.org/en/about
The World Bank Group consists of five organizations:
1. International Bank for Reconstruction and Development-The International Bank for
Reconstruction and Development (IBRD) lends to governments of middle-income and
creditworthy low-income countries.
2. International Development Association-The International Development Association
(IDA) provides interest-free loans — called credits — and grants to governments of the
poorest countries. Together, IBRD and IDA make up the World Bank.
3. International Finance Corporation - The International Finance Corporation (IFC) is the
largest global development institution focused exclusively on the private sector. We help
developing countries achieve sustainable growth by financing investment, mobilizing capital
in international financial markets, and providing advisory services to businesses and
governments.
4. Multilateral Investment Guarantee Agency-The Multilateral Investment Guarantee
Agency (MIGA) was created in 1988 to promote foreign direct investment into developing
countries to support economic growth, reduce poverty, and improve people’s lives. MIGA
fulfills this mandate by offering political risk insurance (guarantees) to investors and lenders.
5. International Centre for Settlement of Investment Disputes-The International Centre for
Settlement of Investment Disputes (ICSID) provides international facilities for conciliation
and arbitration of investment disputes.
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3. International finance corporation
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